[Advances in small joint reconstruction and arthroplasty of the hand].
Since Swanson designed the silicone small joint prosthesis, the material and design of the small joint prosthesis have been constantly innovating. The number of small joint reconstruction and arthroplasty has gradually increased in the past decade. The numerous studies have focused on design and application of new material prosthesis and its long-term effectiveness analysis, in order to overcome prosthesis loosening, shift, dislocation, and poor function problem, at the same time to challenge the difficulty of the small joints revision procedures. Although the small joint prosthesis which has got the overall performance of the Swanson joints and been mature and stable like a knee joints prosthesis has not been obtained, but the small joint development has made revolutionary changes in the treatment of joint diseases, and the prosthesis selection criterion and surgical technique tendency solution have been established. In the future, digital three-dimensional printing, regenerative medicine, and translational medicine will contribute to the development of small joint reconstruction and replacement.